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HOW TO WRITE AN A+ ESSAY:

Tips from an Expert Academic Writer
Since students are struggling with writing essays in college, taking the initiative of learning how to write an appealing essay for your college submission is the best decision. The initial step of writing excellent academic papers includes doing deep research and exploration to grasp the core information on your topic. It is noteworthy that students write poor essays due to the lack of adequate research. Plus, teachers may not be willing to cut you some slack because of your busy schedule. Unfortunately, with writing, there are no shortcuts. Conducting proper research is mandatory. In addition, writing appealing papers requires a clear understanding of the formatting styles and structures of academic papers. If you want to make your paper perfectly appealing, then you have no other option but to apply your organizational skills based on the guidelines provided by various academic associations such as American Psychological Association (APA).
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HOW TO AVOID ROOKIE MISTAKES IN YOUR ESSAY
There are no petty mistakes in writing. Any error made has a negative impact on the quality of the final paper. However, the penalties for each mistake are diverse, with plagiarism having the worst punishment, ranging from rejection of the paper, to awarding of the lowest grade, and revisions.
Grammatical mistakes and errors in syntax and sentence construction are other common mistakes students make in writing. Hasty writing without revisions to spot such mistakes can lead to poor results – something all students should avoid at all costs.
The secret to avoiding such mistakes in your essay is setting aside adequate time to write. Students who take writing lightly fail to prepare for it. Most of them conduct their research too late, which leads to all sorts of mistakes that diminish the quality of the essay. There are plagiarism software such as Grammarly and Turn-it-in to help identify and correct any traces of plagiarism.
While most students overlook the importance of editing of academic papers before submission, it functions as the best method to identify the mistakes you might have missed on first reading. Having someone to edit your paper increases the chances of spotting the mistakes.
THREE WAYS TO MAKE YOUR ACADEMIC PAPER BRILLIANT
Learn about an appropriate essay structure before you set out

Planning includes choosing of an attractive title for your essay and finding credible sources to be cited.

Conduct adequate research including in-depth analysis before writing

Understanding of the subject matter helps in crafting original content hence avoiding plagiarism. Similarly, deep research ensures the content is relevant to the topic and makes the expression of the main ideas more coherent.

Editing and proofreading of the final version

Through editing and proofreading of the final content, the student identifies the writing mistakes that affect the quality of the paper. Editing also allows you to meet the requirements for a formatting style.
A short afterword

Writing excellent academic essays depends on the appropriate preparation, conducting deep research, organizing the information, and making appropriate citations. Students should also be aware of the specifications of various formatting styles such as APA, MLA, and Harvard. With a proper understanding of the requirements for writing and time management skills, students can submit brilliant academic papers.

THANKS!